Investing in You - Are You Ready?
Cindy Swiantek
With all of the investments that some people make, they tend to overlook the one
that is most important they never take the time to invest in themselves. By
investing your time and energy into yourself and advancing your goals and
dreams, you can put yourself that much closer to accomplishing all of the things
that you've always wanted. So much time is wasted on areas that can distract
you from your goals. You may find you are living the plan of chance not the one
you had originally intended. If you don't budget your time and focus on your
career and personal goals you might end up with an unfulfilled list of things you
never had time to complete. Decide today that you're going to start doing what is
needed to get ahead and to follow your dreams, and you'll never have to look
back and wonder what might have been.
Importance of Your Career Stop and look at your life and see where your career
rates among all of the things that are important to you. Yes, hobbies and other
activities are important, but if you're not careful your interest in recreational
activities and less important parts of your life can begin to overshadow your
career aspirations and you won't spend as much time as you should trying to
grow to your potential. This doesn't mean that you have to cut these activities out
of your life altogether; simply make sure that you put the correct emphasis on
your career so that you don't pass up important opportunities because of
something much less important. In order to get the most out of your investment
into you, work to find the right balance between your career and your personal
life.
Making Time for Growth
Balance is critical when making time for your career and your personal life.
Ideally you should be looking for opportunities to develop your career into what
you want it to be. Equally important is your personal development. When you
allow yourself to be open to exploration, you may be surprised at the
opportunities that present themselves. Likewise, you may find that the time that
you spend for yourself and your home life gives you chances to grow as a person.
Don't be afraid to try new things, and don't be afraid of growth and change; it's
through these changes that you'll be able to find the things that you truly enjoy!
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